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Discussion Notes  

July 16, 2020 1:00 PM - 2:45 PM 

 

Reopening Plan 

Superintendent Dr. Bourff indicated the reopening plan is fluid and requested input from HSEA on several 

items.  HSEA provided input that its survey reflected 75% of respondents did not support the current plan.  

HSEA continued to provide input that areas of concern from teachers reflected safety, masks, and synchronous 

instruction. 

Assistant Superintendent Dr. Combs requested HSEA’s input about teachers providing virtual instruction 

within their schools during their assigned times.  HSEA provided input that teachers of school-aged children 

would not have sheltered dollars for childcare under Section 125 nor have prepared for childcare providers.  

HSEA inquired if school-aged children could accompany their teacher-parents to school if they stayed in the 

teacher’s room.   Dr. Bourff indicated he would have to think about that. 

If we were to start virtually, Dr. Combs asked what HSEA thought about elementary teachers making a time to 

individually zoom with their families the first week of school over two days where the secondary schools 

would follow the virtual instruction plan to meet with each class over two days for introduction purposes.  

Related arts teachers could make introductory videos that could be posted to Canvas. 

Calendar 

We discussed the possibility of shifting a teacher day from January to August to provide more time for 

professional development before school begins.  HSEA provided input for possibly shifting two days to 

August from January if in-person instruction begins.  Both Administration and HSEA saw the value of 

professional development in August.  We discussed different configurations depending on the type of 

instruction that occurs.  Director of Educational Technologies Jeff Harrison noted the more teacher only days 

during 1st semester, the less balanced between semesters.  HSEA provided input that though it prefers 

semesters to be balanced; the need for virtual instruction professional development outweighs the semester 

equality concern. 

Student Furniture 

HSEA provided input that since teacher-purchased soft seating must be removed, many classrooms will be 

without student seating.  Also, even newly purchased tables do not allow for social distancing. Custodial 

Manager Janet Leamer indicated the district sold between 5, 000 – 6,000 student desks in 2018.  She said the 

district has about 600 desks and chairs in storage.  Ms. Leamer indicated the head custodian should request 

any needed desks or tables that is in storage.  HSEA inquired if a system existed to make sure equal 

apportionment occurred between schools.  Ms. Leamer indicated maintenance usually provides delivery of 

requests. 

Director of Elementary Education Dr. Loane indicated administrators had been weighing how to combine best 

practice instruction with healthy practices due to COVID-19.  Administration will look at the student furniture 

situation. 

Virtual Instruction 

Director of Educational Technologies Jeff Harrison suggested teachers delete old videos as they take up so 

much space.  He also suggested that when teachers record a lesson to use 15 - 20 minutes as a guide.  Also, if 

you teach multiple sections of the same class, only record it once.  Both administrators and HSEA provided 

feedback on the draft of virtual instruction.  Such feedback concerned scheduling of instructional time, 

grading, attendance, and the Learning Management System (Canvas).  For example, virtual instruction takes 

place four days a week, with small groups, conferences, and meetings on the 5th day.  

Rental Devices 

HSEA wondered if rental devices could be distributed before the start of school to students.  Director of 

Educational Technologies Jeff Harrison said all iPads have been cleaned and will be delivered to schools by 
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July 27.  Principals could arrange distribution after that time such as a drive-by pick-up.  Of course, assistance 

would be required. 

HSEA inquired if the apps are pre-installed.  Mr. Harrison indicated teachers or grade levels could request 

apps to be approved in the portal.  For example, HSEA indicated some teachers had requested Seesaw for in-

class work.  Mr. Harrison indicated Seesaw would not be approved as Canvas is the Learning Management 

System.  He also stated if one teacher in a grade level at a building requested an app, the whole grade level 

would receive it for student installation. 

Masks 

HSEA informed administration that ISTA had asked the Governor to require masks for students in grades 6 - 

12.  HSEA asked ISTA to reconsider the wording request to middle level and secondary students.  The 

Governor has not yet agreed.  HSEA provided additional input that one of our secondary schools’ 

administrators has indicated they cannot be the mask police and do not want students referred to them.  HSEA 

provided input that disparity of enforcement is going to occur which will cause administrators to field calls. 

Superintendent Dr. Bourff asked HSEA about primary students wearing masks.  HSEA provided input that 

most primary students would be able to comply. HSEA shared a related arts teacher might have a mask policy, 

but the classroom teacher does not which could lead to difficulties. 

 

Exceptional Learners 

HSEA had received some questions on a document circulated by the Department of Exceptional Learners 

where questions were raised.  Exceptional Learners Department Assistant Director Kristi Smith indicated the 

IEP minutes must match the reality of minutes in a classroom whether it is virtual or not.  HSEA asked if 

teachers were expected to record videos of social stories over the summer.  Mrs. Smith indicated the videos 

were already made and available for use, but indicated many teachers like to record their own, but that they 

did not have to do so.  HSEA had asked about the line in the document where teachers of exceptional learners 

should work with principal to determine if a teacher who has a mandatory mask policy would be the best 

placement for students with sensory issues.  HSEA also inquired about the timeline for transitions between St. 

Vincent’s and the school along with Mandt training.  Mrs. Smith indicated she needed more specifics on the 

transition questions.  She also indicated Mandt training is now virtual. 

 

 

Director of Staff & Student Services Ryan Taylor indicated that some administrators needed to leave so 

discussion needed to conclude for the day.  He stated our next discussion will be July 23 at 10:00 AM. 

 

 

Administrator Attendees: 
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